BHARATH SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITED
(A Government of India Enterprises)
OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL GENERAL MANAGER TELECOM DIST, HYD
BSNL BHAVAN Adarsh Nagar HYD

Lr.no:- SDE(Welfare)/MP/BSNL/2016-2017/ dtd 08-03-2017

To
The Concerned Officers/ Staff
(Salary disbursement under AO (Pay) Main)
Hyderabad

Sub:- Update of BSNL MRS cards with latest family photos – Reg.

It is hereby requested to all the Officers /employees whose salary disbursement under AO (Pay) Main, to update BSNL MRS cards (issued before 2014) with latest family photos, and delete the name of the children who have crossed the age of 25 years and whose marriage is completed and if any addition/deletion may be got done on or before 31-03-2017 in the Sub-Divisional Engineer (Welfare) section, O/o PGM HTD, 2nd floor BSNL Bhavan, Hyderabad.

The size of the photo is 6.5cm X 5 cm (3nos of colour photos only).

After 01-04-2017 these BSNL MRS cards which were issued prior to 01-01-2014 will not be valid please.

This has got the approval of the Competent authority.

MATTER MAY PLEASE BE TREATED AS MOST URGENT

Asst. General Manager (Legal)
O/o PGM HTD, BSNL Bhavan
Hyderabad

Copy to:
1) PA to PGM HTD for information please
2) GM (CM)/GM(HR)/ GM (EB)/ GM (Plg)/ CE (Civil)/ CE (Elec)
   For kind perusal please
3) HTD Inhouse